
USS John C Stennis Tiger Cruise:! Jackie (Lauren’s mom) and I were selected 
from a lottery to participate in the Tiger Cruise 2013 aboard the Stennis.  We paid $165 
each to pay for food and incidentals on our 6 day cruise.  We flew to Hawaii and 
boarded on Tuesday afternoon, April 23rd.  I was assigned a bottom bunk from a stack 
of three in the male berthing section for sailors assigned to the reactor division.  Once I 
was able to wedge my way into the bunk, the clearance from mattress to the ceiling was 
the distance from my elbow to the knuckles on my closed fist.The Stennis left Pearl 
Harbor on Wednesday morning with sailors in dress whites manning the rails.  Once out 
to sea, tigers were treated to several demonstrations of naval maneuvers and air power.  
Since the demonstrations took place in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, there was little 
concern for the occasional sonic boom or dummy bomb being dropped on target.  We 
were allowed to observe flight operations from “vulture’s row”, watch recovery 
operations by rescue swimmers, witnessed emergency crew procedures and crash 
barrier deployment.  Since I was berthed in the male nuke section and could not 
accompany Lauren into the reactor area, I often found myself wandering the maze of 
corridors, hatches and stairs (that were steeper than many ladders) that make up the 
aircraft carrier.  During these journeys I would amble aimlessly through countless 
waterproof doors, levels and crawl hatches.  Each hatch had to be unlatched, open, 
crawled through (careful not to bang your shins on the bottom or crack your head on the 
top), shut and relatched.  Tigers needed to make sure to keep both hands on the rails of 
ladders because inevitably a heel would slip off a step and the Tiger would suddenly 
become a human trolley.  On one such journey, a Lieutenant who was an FA-18C pilot 
noticed my dilemma and asked if he could be of assistance.  When he learned of my 
“orphan status”, he proceeded to take me up to the Bridge, the Admiral’s Deck, the flight 
operations tower where the Air Boss and the Mini Boss worked, the Admiral’s quarters, 
etc.  This young officer took his time to show me all of the nooks and crannies and 
answer all of my questions....it was the experience of a lifetime.  The “mess” lines would 
snake down hallways, through hatches, up several levels of ladders (leaving the ladders 
clear), patiently waiting to go through the meal line.  Sailors and tigers would look down 
corridors, through hatch portholes and down ladders to opportunities to move forward in 
the lines.  All aspects of hygiene, nutrition and bodily function took a tremendous 
amount of planning and preparation in order to simplify what would otherwise be a 
logistical nightmare.  Clothes were stowed under the bunk in a space about 12 inches 
deep.  Berthing areas were lit only from 0730 to 0830 hours for cleaning; otherwise they 
were in “red light” status to facilitate sleeping sailors working all times of the day or 
night.  To get clothes organized, a tiger had to hold a small flashlight in his mouth, lift the 
mattress platform up while on his knees, select his clothes, find his toiletries and towels 
and organize all of this from the floor next to him.  All movement in the berthing area or 
in the showers had to be done in flip flops, making the transit slightly treacherous.  And 
our shower area was through the large berthing area, up a ladder, through two hatches 
and a door.  It is no exaggeration to say a serious decision making process had to take 
place when determining whether it was really necessary to venture out to use the 
restroom in the middle of the night.  Finally, we arrived at Naval Station San Diego on 
Monday morning, April 29th with hands manning the rails and proceeded to catch a 
commercial flight home.        

Fact Sheet



MM2 Petty Officer Lauren Baumgarten:  
! ! 2006 graduate of Dobson High School
! ! Played on the Dobson varsity girl’s soccer team
! ! Scored a 99 on the ASVAB - Highest score possible
! ! Basic Training at Great Lakes Naval Station Illinois
! ! Attended the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Training Center in Charleston SC
! ! Prototype School in Balston Spa, NY
! ! Assigned to Naval Station Puget Sound in Bremerton, WA _ Homeport of 
! ! the USS John C Stennis 

Naval Nuclear Propulsion Training Center
! ! http://usmilitary.about.com/od/navy/l/blnukeschool.htm
! ! http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_Power_School

Gregg Baumgarten
! ! 34 years in education, 30 years in MPS
! ! ! 22 years as Adapted PE Teacher
! ! !   8 years as Principal of SHARP School
! ! National Chairman of Wheelchair & Ambulatory Sports USA
! ! Founder of Arizona Disabled Sports
! ! Founder of Desert Challenge Games
! ! Founder of SkiAble Program
! ! CoFounder of Arizona Special Olympics State BBall Tournament
! ! 4 MPS Pupil Personnel/Student Services/Exceptional Services Awards
! ! MARC Center Teacher of the Year
! ! Arizona Special Olympics Coach of the Year
! ! Wheelchair & Ambulatory Sports USA Outstanding Achievement Award
! ! Arizona Parks & Recreation Assoc. Meritorious Achievement Award
! !

The academic attrition rate for Naval Nuclear Power School is very high.  There were 
several nights of high anxiety phone calls home when Lauren was in South Carolina for 
Nuke School but she was able to get through it with distinction.  There is no doubt that 
the rigor of the curriculum at Dobson High School prepared her to meet the challenge 
when so many others failed.
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